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� ����������������������������������� with a language disappearing every two
weeks and neologisms springing up almost daily an understanding of the
origins and currency of language has never seemed more relevant in this
charming volume a narrative history written explicitly for a young audience
expert linguist david crystal proves why the story of language deserves
retelling from the first words of an infant to the peculiar modern dialect of
text messaging a little book of language ranges widely revealing language s
myriad intricacies and quirks perhaps the single most influential work of
general linguistics published in this century leonard bloomfield s language
is both a masterpiece of textbook writing and a classic of scholarship
intended as an introduction to the field of linguistics it revolutionized the
field when it appeared in 1933 and became the major text of the american
descriptivist school a model of popular science writing steven poole who was
the first speaker and what was their first message an erudite tightly woven
and beautifully written account of one of humanity s greatest mysteries the
origins of language drawing on evidence from many fields including
archaeology anthropology neurology and linguistics sverker johansson weaves
these disparate threads together to show how our human ancestors evolved into
language users the dawn of language provides a fascinating survey of how
grammar came into being and the differences or similarities between languages
spoken around the world before exploring how language eventually emerged in
the very remote human past our intellectual and physiological changes through
the process of evolution both have a bearing on our ability to acquire
language but to what extent is the evolution of language dependent on genes
or on environment how has language evolved further and how is it changing now
in the process of globalisation and which aspects of language ensure that
robots are not yet intelligent enough to reconstruct how language has evolved
johansson s far reaching authoritative and research based approach to
language is brought to life through dozens of astonishing examples both human
and animal in a fascinatingly erudite and entertaining volume for anyone who
has ever contemplated not just why we speak the way we do but why we speak at
all translated from the swedish by frank perry a persuasive and beautifully
written take on how languages are constantly evolving an enthralling read
about human psychology and anthropology as well as linguistics alex bellos
language is mankind s greatest invention except of course that it was never
invented so begins guy deutscher s fascinating investigation into the
evolution of language no one believes that the roman senate sat down one day
to design the complex system that is latin grammar and few believe these days
in the literal truth of the story of the tower of babel but then how did
there come to be so many languages and of such elaborate design if we started
off with rudimentary utterances on the level of man throw spear how did we
end up with sophisticated grammars enormous vocabularies and intricately
nuanced shades of meaning drawing on recent groundbreaking discoveries in
modern linguistics deutscher exposes the elusive forces of creation at work
in human communication along the way we learn why german maidens are neuter
while german turnips are female why we have feet not foots and how great
changes in pronunciation may result from simple laziness powerful and
thrilling spectator really ought to be read by anyone who persists in
complaining that the english language is going to the dogs sunday telegraph i
was enthralled a s byatt for guardian books of the year highly original
clever and convincing this book will stretch your mind independent on sunday
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fascinating boston globe jakobson and halle s initial statement of the
principles of linguistic organization should be made available to all future
generations of linguists it builds a solid foundation for saussurean thinking
about linguisic oppositions and establishes distinctive feature theory as the
basis of their formal treatment prof dr william labov university of
pennsylvania department of linguistics this book presents a challenge to the
widely held assumption that human languages are both similar and constant in
their degree of complexity for a hundred years or more the universal equality
of languages has been a tenet of faith among most anthropologists and
linguists it has been frequently advanced as a corrective to the idea that
some languages are at a later stage of evolution than others it also appears
to be an inevitable outcome of one of the central axioms of generative
linguistic theory that the mental architecture of language is fixed and is
thus identical in all languages and that whereas genes evolve languages do
not language complexity as an evolving variable reopens the debate geoffrey
sampson s introductory chapter re examines and clarifies the notion and
theoretical importance of complexity in language linguistics cognitive
science and evolution eighteen distinguished scholars from all over the world
then look at evidence gleaned from their own research in order to reconsider
whether languages do or do not exhibit the same degrees and kinds of
complexity they examine data from a wide range of times and places they
consider the links between linguistic structure and social complexity and
relate their findings to the causes and processes of language change their
arguments are frequently controversial and provocative their conclusions add
up to an important challenge to conventional ideas about the nature of
language the authors write readably and accessibly with no recourse to
unnecessary jargon this fascinating book will appeal to all those interested
in the interrelations between human nature culture and language this
innovative introduction outlines the structure and distribution of the world
s languages charting their evolution over the past 200 000 years balances
linguistic analysis with socio historical and political context offering a
cohesive picture of the relationship between language and society provides an
interdisciplinary introduction to the study of language by drawing not only
on the diverse fields of linguistics structural linguist anthropology
historical sociolinguistics but also on history biology genetics sociology
and more includes nine detailed language profiles on kurdish arabic tibetan
hawaiian vietnamese tamil xóõ taa mongolian and quiché a companion website
offers a host of supplementary materials including sound files further
exercises and detailed introductory information for students new to
linguistics why should we learn more than one language can it change the way
we think does it have the power to transform how we see the world you may
think you speak only one language in fact your mind is interpreting multiple
codes of communication some people speak spanish some mandarin some speak
poetry some are fluent in maths humans are built for multilingualism drawing
on cutting edge research and theory delivered with wit and lucid insight
psycholinguist viorica marian explores the ways in which the mind uses
multiple languages and how in doing so we can open the doors to unique forms
of creativity brain health and cognitive control every new language we speak
whether it is coding or musical notes hindi or arabic shapes how we extract
and interpret information it alters what we remember how we perceive
ourselves and those around us how we feel the insights we have the decisions
we make and the actions we take the power of language lays bare how we use
different linguistic codes to think about the world and change our place
within it empowering and practical this is the perfect guide for anyone
interested in how language really works morris swadesh one of this century s
foremost scientific investigators of language dedicated much of his life to
the study of the origin and evolution of language this volume left nearly
completed at his death and edited posthumously by joel f sherzer is his last
major study of this difficult subject swadesh discusses the simple qualities
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of human speech also present in animal language and establishes distinctively
human techniques of expression by comparing the common features that are
found in modern and ancient languages he treats the diversification of
language not only by isolating root words in different languages but also by
dealing with sound systems with forms of composition and with sentence
structure in so doing he demonstrates the evidence for the expansion of all
language from a single central area swadesh supports his hypothesis by
exhibits that conveniently present the evidence in tabular form further
clarity is provided by the use of a suggestive practical phonetic system
intelligible to the student as well as to the professional the book also
contains an appendix in which the distinguished ethnographer of language dell
hymes gives a valuable account of the prewar linguistic tradition within
which swadesh did some of his most important work how does language work how
do children learn their mother tongue why do languages change over time
making shakespearean english difficult for us to follow and chaucer s english
almost incomprehensible why do languages have so many quirks and
irregularities are they all fundamentally alike how are new words created
where in the brain does language reside in words and rules steven pinker
answers these and many other questions his new book shares the wit and style
of his classic the language instinct but explores language in a completely
different way in this book pinker explains the profound mysteries of language
by picking a deceptively simple single phenomenon and examining it from every
angle that phenomenon the existence of regular and irregular verbs connects
an astonishing array of topics in the sciences and humanities the history of
languages the attempts to duplicate human language using computer simulations
the illuminating errors of children as they begin to speak the peculiarities
of the english language the sources of the major themes in the history of
western philosophy the latest techniques in identifying genes and imaging the
living brain pinker makes sense of all of this with the help of a single
powerful idea that language comprises a mental dictionary of memorized words
and a mental grammar of creative rules it is a distinction that extends
beyond language and offers insight into the very nature of the human mind
words and rules is a sparkling eye opening and utterly original book by one
of the world s leading cognitive scientists language is magic this magic
happens when new ideas come to our minds or when we come across notions which
are new to us i e when we use language productively and construct our own
world the magic in the productivity of language works in various linguistic
areas e g phonetics lexicology phraseology pragmatics languages for specific
purposes and multilingualism in language teaching and learning this magic
comes into effect when language meets content when we try to adapt our
teaching to our learners needs or when we need to leave our comfort zone to
take risks with contributions by lizeta demetriou bessie dendrinos olga
dobrunoff rashit emini douglas fleming thomas h goetz ourania katsara bernd
klewitz katrin menzel torten piske lea pöschik ronald kresta nikolay slavkov
anja steinlen and brikena gëzim xhaferi this edited volume features articles
that cover a diversity of research findings which deal with the magic of
language in various contexts and linguistic settings in europe america and
asia saarbrücken series on linguistics and language methodology ssllm series
editor prof thomas tinnefeld in this collection of essays max black has
brought together discussions on the language of politics religion poetry law
and even magic the scholars represented include w b gallie aldous huxley
gilbert ryle friedrich waismann alan s c ross bronislaw malinowski owen
barfield samuel butler and c s lewis the selected essays deal with the danger
the power and the extraordinary versatility of language and show how all of
us can get our thoughts entangled in metaphors karl bühler 1879 1963 was one
of the leading theoreticians of language of this century his masterwork
sprachtheorie 1934 has been praised widely and gained considerable
recognition in the fields of linguistics semiotics the philosophy of language
and the psychology of language the work has however resisted translation into
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english partly because of its spirited and vivid style partly because of the
depth and range of analysis partly because of the great erudition of the
author who displays a thorough command of both the linguistic and the
philosophical traditions with this translation bühler s ideas on many
problems that are still controversial and others only recently rediscovered
are now accessible to the english speaking world contents the work is divided
into four parts part i discusses the four axioms or principles of language
research the most famous of which is the first the organon model the base of
bühler s instrumental view of language part ii treats the role of
indexicality in language and discusses deixis as one determinant of speech
part iii examines the symbolic field dealing with context onomatopoeia and
the function of case part iv deals with the elements of language and their
organization syllabification the definition of the word metaphor anaphora etc
the text is accompanied by translator s preface introduction by achim
eschbach glossary of terms and bibliography of cited works both compiled by
the translator index of names index of topics from ancient times we are told
in the story of the tower of babel human beings have been separated by
different languages and consequently different cultures over the centuries
this division has increased and the distance between nations and peoples has
prevented true communication and understanding gradually mutations of meaning
within single languages have further isolated individuals from one another
toward the end of the twentieth century however a newly intensified
consciousness arose one that sought the basis of a new unity this has
resulted in among other things the budding globalization of world societies
economically politically and culturally linguists and language historians
have long searched for the source of our original unity the one language from
which we were separated inspired by a pamphlet on the origin of language by
hermann beckh and encouraged by his study of rudolf steiner s works dr arnold
d wadler began thirty years of devoted research into the tongues of various
human families in one language he lifts the veil from pre columbian america
and reveals its place in the developing life of earthly human beings based on
language and custom ancient america can be seen as the key to the question of
the common primeval tongue of the origin of humanity and modern civilization
his comprehensive grasp of the subject and his broad understanding of history
religion art and the science of language places this book among the classics
of spiritual scientific literature chapters include the tower of babel the
origin of writing in picture consciousness the spirit of words the lost
continent of atlantis american tongues and universal human speech language in
the past and future originally published in 1964 this book examines where and
how the pattern and texture of speech emerged and whether language is logical
it looks at linguistics from both the historical and descriptive points of
view as a physical science and as a social science it also discusses the
problem of aesthetics in language and what happens when different languages
come into contact with each other the book concludes with a discussion of the
possibility of an international language and indeed whether such a
development would be progress or something that is needed or wanted what
causes a language to be the way it is some features are universal some are
inherited others are borrowed and yet others are internally innovated but no
matter where a bit of language is from it will only exist if it has been
diffused and kept in circulation through social interaction in the history of
a community this book makes the case that a proper understanding of the
ontology of language systems has to be grounded in the causal mechanisms by
which linguistic items are socially transmitted in communicative contexts a
textit biased transmission model provides a basis for understanding why
certain things and not others are likely to develop spread and stick in
languages because bits of language are always parts of systems we also need
to show how it is that items of knowledge and behavior become structured
wholes the book argues that to achieve this we need to see how causal
processes apply in multiple frames or time scales simultaneously and we need
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to understand and address each and all of these frames in our work on
language this forces us to confront implications that are not always
comfortable for example that a language is not a real thing but a convenient
fiction that language internal and language external processes have a lot in
common and that tree diagrams are poor conceptual tools for understanding the
history of languages by exploring avenues for clear solutions to these
problems this book suggests a conceptual framework for ultimately explaining
in causal terms what languages are like and why they are like that the
discipline of linguistics is a perfect example of the limitations of the
modern academy the combination of social taboos that make certain subject
matter unfit for general knowledge and discovery and the ever narrowing
specialization of scientists leaves us with an intellectual institution that
can no longer do anything but apply repair and justify the dogma of victorian
cosmology that is the rule all must follow linguistics should be one of the
most interesting subjects considering it is the study of our most valuable
and revealing cultural asset language however recent publications from the
linguistic department for public consumption have been some of the most
trivial and boring intellectual expositions that have ever been put between
two covers using the entire database of science we look at the acquisition of
language and how it forms our cultural perspective on life including theories
of language evolution we develop the theory of the evolution of language from
song one of the few suppositions that charles darwin actually got right from
this basis we move on to the roots of proto indo european which we call bhear
tongue bhear tongue is essentially the eurasian language family dimly
perceived by one of the greatest linguists of the twentieth century joseph
greenberg from this perspective we can now retell the tribal stories from
iberia to siberia showing a common origin and motivation for human science
and religion wilhelm von humboldt s classic study of human language was first
published in 1836 as a general introduction to his three volume treatise on
the kawi language of java it is the final statement of his lifelong study of
the nature of language exploring its universal structures and its relation to
mind and culture empirically wide ranging humboldt goes far beyond the indo
european family of languages it remains one of the most interesting and
important attempts to draw philosophical conclusions from comparative
linguistics this 1999 volume presents a translation by peter heath together
with an introduction by michael losonsky that places humboldt s work in its
historical context and discusses its relevance to contemporary work in
philosophy linguistics cognitive science and psychology there are no men so
dull and stupid not even idiots as to be incapable of joining together
different words and thereby constructing a declaration by which to make their
thoughts understood on the other hand there is no other animal however
perfect or happily circumstanced which can do the like descartes language is
more like a snowflake than a giraffe s neck its specific properties are
determined by laws of nature they have not developed through the accumulation
of historical accidents noam chomsky in i speak therefore i am the italian
linguist and neuroscientist andrea moro composes an album of his favorite
quotations from the history of linguistics beginning with the book of genesis
and the power of naming and concluding with noam chomsky s metaphor that
language is a snowflake moro s seventeen linguistic thoughts and his
commentary on them display the humanness of language our need to name and
interpret this world and create imaginary ones to express and understand
ourselves this book is sure to delight anyone who enjoys the ineffable
paradox that is human language thinking linguistically is a unique and
clearly written introduction to the nature of linguistic analysis and issues
in language acquisition the book is for undergraduate and graduate students
in linguistics education and psychology through twenty problem sets based in
languages not only from the americas but from other continents as well
thinking linguistically initiates students to the linguists way of observing
and analyzing data by making the methods and the process of inquiry visible
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and accessible engages students in analyzing the breadth and depth of two
phenomena in a variety of languages the expression of noun phrase plurality
and the formation of questions integrates analysis of these phenomena with
results from first and second language acquisition research emphasizes the
interface between phonology morphology syntax and semantics exemplifies how
linguistic analysis can be used for the teaching of critical thinking problem
solving and the nature of scientific inquiry in general is ideal for future
language teachers for understanding acquisition and linguistic phenomena how
human language evolved from the need for social communication the origins of
human language remain hotly debated despite growing appreciation of cognitive
and neural continuity between humans and other animals an evolutionary
account of human language in its modern form remains as elusive as ever the
social origins of language provides a novel perspective on this question and
charts a new path toward its resolution in the lead essay robert seyfarth and
dorothy cheney draw on their decades long pioneering research on monkeys and
baboons in the wild to show how primates use vocalizations to modulate social
dynamics they argue that key elements of human language emerged from the need
to decipher and encode complex social interactions in other words social
communication is the biological foundation upon which evolution built more
complex language seyfarth and cheney s argument serves as a jumping off point
for responses by john mcwhorter ljiljana progovac jennifer e arnold benjamin
wilson christopher i petkov and peter godfrey smith each of whom draw on
their respective expertise in linguistics neuroscience philosophy and
psychology michael platt provides an introduction seyfarth and cheney a
concluding essay ultimately the social origins of language offers thought
provoking viewpoints on how human language evolved trends in linguistics is a
series of books that open new perspectives in our understanding of language
the series publishes state of the art work on core areas of linguistics
across theoretical frameworks as well as studies that provide new insights by
approaching language from an interdisciplinary perspective trends in
linguistics considers itself a forum for cutting edge research based on solid
empirical data on language in its various manifestations including sign
languages it regards linguistic variation in its synchronic and diachronic
dimensions as well as in its social contexts as important sources of insight
for a better understanding of the design of linguistic systems and the
ecology and evolution of language trends in linguistics publishes monographs
and outstanding dissertations as well as edited volumes which provide the
opportunity to address controversial topics from different empirical and
theoretical viewpoints high quality standards are ensured through anonymous
reviewing to discuss your book idea or submit a proposal please contact
birgit sievert contributions to the sociology of language brings to students
researchers and practitioners in all of the social and language related
sciences carefully selected book length publications dealing with
sociolinguistic theory methods findings and applications it approaches the
study of language in society in its broadest sense as a truly international
and interdisciplinary field in which various approaches theoretical and
empirical supplement and complement each other the series invites the
attention of linguists language teachers of all interests sociologists
political scientists anthropologists historians etc to the development of the
sociology of language a masterpiece of linguistics scholarship at once
erudite and entertaining confronts the thorny question of how and whether
culture shapes language and language culture linguistics has long shied away
from claiming any link between a language and the culture of its speakers too
much simplistic even bigoted chatter about the romance of italian and the
goose stepping orderliness of german has made serious thinkers wary of the
entire subject but now acclaimed linguist guy deutscher has dared to reopen
the issue can culture influence language and vice versa can different
languages lead their speakers to different thoughts could our experience of
the world depend on whether our language has a word for blue challenging the
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consensus that the fundaments of language are hard wired in our genes and
thus universal deutscher argues that the answer to all these questions is yes
in thrilling fashion he takes us from homer to darwin from yale to the amazon
from how to name the rainbow to why russian water a she becomes a he once you
dip a tea bag into her demonstrating that language does in fact reflect
culture in ways that are anything but trivial audacious delightful and field
changing through the language glass is a classic of intellectual discovery
the book presents a new science of semiotic linguistics the goal of semiotic
linguistics is to discover what characterizes language as an intermediary
between the mind and reality so that language creates the picture of reality
we perceive the cornerstone of semiotic linguistics is the discovery and
resolution of language antinomies contradictions between two apparently
reasonable principles or laws language antinomies constitute the essence of
language and hence must be studied from both linguistic and philosophical
points of view the basic language antinomy which underlies all other
antinomies is the antinomy between meaning and information both generative
and classical linguistic theories are unaware of the need to distinguish
between meaning and information by confounding these notions they are unable
to discover language antinomies and confine their research to naturalistic
description of superficial language phenomena rather than the quest for the
essence of language series a roots of language was originally published in
1981 by karoma press ann arbor it was the first work to systematically
develop a theory first suggested by coelho in the late nineteenth century
that the creation of creole languages somehow reflected universal properties
of language the book also proposed that the same set of properties would be
found to emerge in normal first language acquisition and must have emerged in
the original evolution of language these proposals some of which were
elaborated in an article in behavioral and brain sciences 1984 were
immediately controversial and gave rise to a great deal of subsequent
research in creoles much of it aimed at rebutting the theory the book also
served to legitimize and stimulate research in language evolution a topic
regarded as off limits by linguists for over a century the present edition
contains a foreword by the author bringing the theory up to date a fuller
exposition of many of its aspects can be found in the author s most recent
work more than nature needs harvard university press 2014 the rapid
endangerment and death of many minority languages across the world is a
matter of widespread concern not only among linguists and anthropologists but
among all concerned with issues of cultural identity in an increasingly
globalized culture by some counts only 600 of the 6 000 or so languages in
the world are safe from the threat of extinction a leading commentator and
popular writer on language issues david crystal asks the fundamental question
why is language death so important reviews the reasons for the current crisis
and investigates what is being done to reduce its impact this 2002 book
contains not only intelligent argument but moving descriptions of the decline
and demise of particular languages and practical advice for anyone interested
in pursuing the subject further a brilliant witty and altogether satisfying
book new york times book review the classic work on the development of human
language by the world s leading expert on language and the mind in the
language instinct the world s expert on language and mind lucidly explains
everything you always wanted to know about language how it works how children
learn it how it changes how the brain computes it and how it evolved with
deft use of examples of humor and wordplay steven pinker weaves our vast
knowledge of language into a compelling story language is a human instinct
wired into our brains by evolution the language instinct received the william
james book prize from the american psychological association and the public
interest award from the linguistics society of america this edition includes
an update on advances in the science of language since the language instinct
was first published a bold and provocative study that presents language not
as an innate component of the brain as most linguists do but as an essential
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tool unique to each culture worldwide for years the prevailing opinion among
academics has been that language is embedded in our genes existing as an
innate and instinctual part of us but linguist daniel everett argues that
like other tools language was invented by humans and can be reinvented or
lost he shows how the evolution of different language forms that is different
grammar reflects how language is influenced by human societies and
experiences and how it expresses their great variety for example the
amazonian pirahã put words together in ways that violate our long held under
standing of how language works and pirahã grammar expresses complex ideas
very differently than english grammar does drawing on the wari language of
brazil everett explains that speakers of all languages in constructing their
stories omit things that all members of the culture understand in addition
everett discusses how some cultures can get by without words for numbers or
counting without verbs for to say or to give illustrating how the very nature
of what s important in a language is culturally determined combining
anthropology primatology computer science philosophy linguistics psychology
and his own pioneering and adventurous research with the amazonian pirahã and
using insights from many different languages and cultures everett gives us an
unprecedented elucidation of this society defined nature of language in doing
so he also gives us a new understanding of how we think and who we are monika
fludernik presents a detailed analysis of free indirect discourse as it
relates to narrative theory and the crucial problematic of how speech and
thought are represented in fiction building on the insights of ann banfield s
unspeakable sentences fludernik radically extends banfield s model to
accommodate evidence from conversational narrative non fictional prose and
literary works from chaucer to the present fludernik s model subsumes earlier
insights into the forms and functions of quotation and aligns them with
discourse strategies observable in the oral language drawing on a vast range
of literature she provides an invaluable resource for researchers in the
field and introduces english readers to extensive work on the subject in
german as well as comparing the free indirect discourse features of german
french and english this study effectively repositions the whole area between
literature and linguistics opening up a new set of questions in narrative
theory whether all human languages are fundamentally the same or different
has been a subject of debate for ages this problem has deep philosophical
implications if languages are all the same it implies a fundamental
commonality and thus the mutual intelligibility of human thought we are now
on the verge of answering this question using a twenty year old theory
proposed by the world s greatest living linguist noam chomsky researchers
have found that the similarities among languages are more profound than the
differences languages whose grammars seem completely incompatible may in fact
be structurally almost identical except for a difference in one simple rule
the discovery of these rules and how they may vary promises to yield a
linguistic equivalent of the periodic table of the elements a single
framework by which we can understand the fundamental structure of all human
language this is a landmark breakthrough both within linguistics which will
thereby become a full fledged science for the first time and in our
understanding of the human mind one of the most vexing issues in many of the
world s so called ethnic or minority conflicts is the question of language
use by the state and its citizens while international and national law has
traditionally viewed language preference to be within a state s prerogative
at least when involving governmental activities and machinery this position
has proved to be a continuous source of acrimony and conflict and wrong in
some respects language minorities and human rights is the most complete book
ever written on the topic providing for the first time an analysis of every
aspect of language and the law in addition to presenting a theoretical model
for language s particular position and relevance in human rights it
constitutes an invaluable reference document by including the provisions of
close to 100 international multilateral and bilateral instruments involving
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language rights as well as the constitutional provisions of 140 countries
dealing with language by addressing little explored areas such as the
language rights of indigenous peoples non citizens and even the use of script
in addition to more traditional topics such as nationalism and language
freedom of expression and non discrimination language minorities and human
rights proposes a complete descriptive picture of language and human rights
as well as proposing a number of suggestions on how to address and balance
the many problems currently caused by the linguistic demands of various
individuals and the interests of states in nation building i can t even speak
my own language were the words overheard in a college staffroom that
triggered the writing of this book calling something my own implies a
personal proprietorial relationship with it but how can it be your own if you
cannot speak it the cultural memory of language looks at unintended
monolingualism a lack of language fluency in a migratory cultural situation
where two or more languages exist at home it explores family history and
childhood language acquisition and attrition what is the present everyday
experience of language use and life between two cultures examining interview
data samata uncovers a sense of inauthenticity felt by people who do not
fully share a parent s first language alongside this features a sense of
concurrent anger and a need to assign blame participation in the language
even to the extent of phatic or formulaic phraseology occasions feelings of
authentic linguistic and cultural inclusion the book thus uncovers
appreciable and measurable benefits in positive self image and a sense of
well being looking at how people view language is essential how they view the
language they call their own is even more important and this book does just
that in a qualified applied linguistic environment
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日本語が亡びるとき 2008-10-31 with a language disappearing every two weeks and
neologisms springing up almost daily an understanding of the origins and
currency of language has never seemed more relevant in this charming volume a
narrative history written explicitly for a young audience expert linguist
david crystal proves why the story of language deserves retelling from the
first words of an infant to the peculiar modern dialect of text messaging a
little book of language ranges widely revealing language s myriad intricacies
and quirks
A Little Book of Language 2010-06-01 perhaps the single most influential work
of general linguistics published in this century leonard bloomfield s
language is both a masterpiece of textbook writing and a classic of
scholarship intended as an introduction to the field of linguistics it
revolutionized the field when it appeared in 1933 and became the major text
of the american descriptivist school
Language 1984-10-15 a model of popular science writing steven poole who was
the first speaker and what was their first message an erudite tightly woven
and beautifully written account of one of humanity s greatest mysteries the
origins of language drawing on evidence from many fields including
archaeology anthropology neurology and linguistics sverker johansson weaves
these disparate threads together to show how our human ancestors evolved into
language users the dawn of language provides a fascinating survey of how
grammar came into being and the differences or similarities between languages
spoken around the world before exploring how language eventually emerged in
the very remote human past our intellectual and physiological changes through
the process of evolution both have a bearing on our ability to acquire
language but to what extent is the evolution of language dependent on genes
or on environment how has language evolved further and how is it changing now
in the process of globalisation and which aspects of language ensure that
robots are not yet intelligent enough to reconstruct how language has evolved
johansson s far reaching authoritative and research based approach to
language is brought to life through dozens of astonishing examples both human
and animal in a fascinatingly erudite and entertaining volume for anyone who
has ever contemplated not just why we speak the way we do but why we speak at
all translated from the swedish by frank perry
The Dawn of Language 2021-09-02 a persuasive and beautifully written take on
how languages are constantly evolving an enthralling read about human
psychology and anthropology as well as linguistics alex bellos language is
mankind s greatest invention except of course that it was never invented so
begins guy deutscher s fascinating investigation into the evolution of
language no one believes that the roman senate sat down one day to design the
complex system that is latin grammar and few believe these days in the
literal truth of the story of the tower of babel but then how did there come
to be so many languages and of such elaborate design if we started off with
rudimentary utterances on the level of man throw spear how did we end up with
sophisticated grammars enormous vocabularies and intricately nuanced shades
of meaning drawing on recent groundbreaking discoveries in modern linguistics
deutscher exposes the elusive forces of creation at work in human
communication along the way we learn why german maidens are neuter while
german turnips are female why we have feet not foots and how great changes in
pronunciation may result from simple laziness powerful and thrilling
spectator really ought to be read by anyone who persists in complaining that
the english language is going to the dogs sunday telegraph i was enthralled a
s byatt for guardian books of the year highly original clever and convincing
this book will stretch your mind independent on sunday fascinating boston
globe
The Unfolding Of Language 2010-03-30 jakobson and halle s initial statement
of the principles of linguistic organization should be made available to all
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future generations of linguists it builds a solid foundation for saussurean
thinking about linguisic oppositions and establishes distinctive feature
theory as the basis of their formal treatment prof dr william labov
university of pennsylvania department of linguistics
Fundamentals of Language 2002 this book presents a challenge to the widely
held assumption that human languages are both similar and constant in their
degree of complexity for a hundred years or more the universal equality of
languages has been a tenet of faith among most anthropologists and linguists
it has been frequently advanced as a corrective to the idea that some
languages are at a later stage of evolution than others it also appears to be
an inevitable outcome of one of the central axioms of generative linguistic
theory that the mental architecture of language is fixed and is thus
identical in all languages and that whereas genes evolve languages do not
language complexity as an evolving variable reopens the debate geoffrey
sampson s introductory chapter re examines and clarifies the notion and
theoretical importance of complexity in language linguistics cognitive
science and evolution eighteen distinguished scholars from all over the world
then look at evidence gleaned from their own research in order to reconsider
whether languages do or do not exhibit the same degrees and kinds of
complexity they examine data from a wide range of times and places they
consider the links between linguistic structure and social complexity and
relate their findings to the causes and processes of language change their
arguments are frequently controversial and provocative their conclusions add
up to an important challenge to conventional ideas about the nature of
language the authors write readably and accessibly with no recourse to
unnecessary jargon this fascinating book will appeal to all those interested
in the interrelations between human nature culture and language
Language Complexity as an Evolving Variable 2009-02-26 this innovative
introduction outlines the structure and distribution of the world s languages
charting their evolution over the past 200 000 years balances linguistic
analysis with socio historical and political context offering a cohesive
picture of the relationship between language and society provides an
interdisciplinary introduction to the study of language by drawing not only
on the diverse fields of linguistics structural linguist anthropology
historical sociolinguistics but also on history biology genetics sociology
and more includes nine detailed language profiles on kurdish arabic tibetan
hawaiian vietnamese tamil xóõ taa mongolian and quiché a companion website
offers a host of supplementary materials including sound files further
exercises and detailed introductory information for students new to
linguistics
Languages In The World 2016-01-19 why should we learn more than one language
can it change the way we think does it have the power to transform how we see
the world you may think you speak only one language in fact your mind is
interpreting multiple codes of communication some people speak spanish some
mandarin some speak poetry some are fluent in maths humans are built for
multilingualism drawing on cutting edge research and theory delivered with
wit and lucid insight psycholinguist viorica marian explores the ways in
which the mind uses multiple languages and how in doing so we can open the
doors to unique forms of creativity brain health and cognitive control every
new language we speak whether it is coding or musical notes hindi or arabic
shapes how we extract and interpret information it alters what we remember
how we perceive ourselves and those around us how we feel the insights we
have the decisions we make and the actions we take the power of language lays
bare how we use different linguistic codes to think about the world and
change our place within it empowering and practical this is the perfect guide
for anyone interested in how language really works
The Power of Language 2023-04-04 morris swadesh one of this century s
foremost scientific investigators of language dedicated much of his life to
the study of the origin and evolution of language this volume left nearly
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completed at his death and edited posthumously by joel f sherzer is his last
major study of this difficult subject swadesh discusses the simple qualities
of human speech also present in animal language and establishes distinctively
human techniques of expression by comparing the common features that are
found in modern and ancient languages he treats the diversification of
language not only by isolating root words in different languages but also by
dealing with sound systems with forms of composition and with sentence
structure in so doing he demonstrates the evidence for the expansion of all
language from a single central area swadesh supports his hypothesis by
exhibits that conveniently present the evidence in tabular form further
clarity is provided by the use of a suggestive practical phonetic system
intelligible to the student as well as to the professional the book also
contains an appendix in which the distinguished ethnographer of language dell
hymes gives a valuable account of the prewar linguistic tradition within
which swadesh did some of his most important work
The Origin and Diversification of Language 2017-09-04 how does language work
how do children learn their mother tongue why do languages change over time
making shakespearean english difficult for us to follow and chaucer s english
almost incomprehensible why do languages have so many quirks and
irregularities are they all fundamentally alike how are new words created
where in the brain does language reside in words and rules steven pinker
answers these and many other questions his new book shares the wit and style
of his classic the language instinct but explores language in a completely
different way in this book pinker explains the profound mysteries of language
by picking a deceptively simple single phenomenon and examining it from every
angle that phenomenon the existence of regular and irregular verbs connects
an astonishing array of topics in the sciences and humanities the history of
languages the attempts to duplicate human language using computer simulations
the illuminating errors of children as they begin to speak the peculiarities
of the english language the sources of the major themes in the history of
western philosophy the latest techniques in identifying genes and imaging the
living brain pinker makes sense of all of this with the help of a single
powerful idea that language comprises a mental dictionary of memorized words
and a mental grammar of creative rules it is a distinction that extends
beyond language and offers insight into the very nature of the human mind
words and rules is a sparkling eye opening and utterly original book by one
of the world s leading cognitive scientists
Words and Rules 1999 language is magic this magic happens when new ideas come
to our minds or when we come across notions which are new to us i e when we
use language productively and construct our own world the magic in the
productivity of language works in various linguistic areas e g phonetics
lexicology phraseology pragmatics languages for specific purposes and
multilingualism in language teaching and learning this magic comes into
effect when language meets content when we try to adapt our teaching to our
learners needs or when we need to leave our comfort zone to take risks with
contributions by lizeta demetriou bessie dendrinos olga dobrunoff rashit
emini douglas fleming thomas h goetz ourania katsara bernd klewitz katrin
menzel torten piske lea pöschik ronald kresta nikolay slavkov anja steinlen
and brikena gëzim xhaferi this edited volume features articles that cover a
diversity of research findings which deal with the magic of language in
various contexts and linguistic settings in europe america and asia
saarbrücken series on linguistics and language methodology ssllm series
editor prof thomas tinnefeld
The Magic of Language 2020-12-28 in this collection of essays max black has
brought together discussions on the language of politics religion poetry law
and even magic the scholars represented include w b gallie aldous huxley
gilbert ryle friedrich waismann alan s c ross bronislaw malinowski owen
barfield samuel butler and c s lewis the selected essays deal with the danger
the power and the extraordinary versatility of language and show how all of
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us can get our thoughts entangled in metaphors
The Importance of Language 2019-06-30 karl bühler 1879 1963 was one of the
leading theoreticians of language of this century his masterwork
sprachtheorie 1934 has been praised widely and gained considerable
recognition in the fields of linguistics semiotics the philosophy of language
and the psychology of language the work has however resisted translation into
english partly because of its spirited and vivid style partly because of the
depth and range of analysis partly because of the great erudition of the
author who displays a thorough command of both the linguistic and the
philosophical traditions with this translation bühler s ideas on many
problems that are still controversial and others only recently rediscovered
are now accessible to the english speaking world contents the work is divided
into four parts part i discusses the four axioms or principles of language
research the most famous of which is the first the organon model the base of
bühler s instrumental view of language part ii treats the role of
indexicality in language and discusses deixis as one determinant of speech
part iii examines the symbolic field dealing with context onomatopoeia and
the function of case part iv deals with the elements of language and their
organization syllabification the definition of the word metaphor anaphora etc
the text is accompanied by translator s preface introduction by achim
eschbach glossary of terms and bibliography of cited works both compiled by
the translator index of names index of topics
Status and Function of Languages and Language Varieties 2012-06-25 from
ancient times we are told in the story of the tower of babel human beings
have been separated by different languages and consequently different
cultures over the centuries this division has increased and the distance
between nations and peoples has prevented true communication and
understanding gradually mutations of meaning within single languages have
further isolated individuals from one another toward the end of the twentieth
century however a newly intensified consciousness arose one that sought the
basis of a new unity this has resulted in among other things the budding
globalization of world societies economically politically and culturally
linguists and language historians have long searched for the source of our
original unity the one language from which we were separated inspired by a
pamphlet on the origin of language by hermann beckh and encouraged by his
study of rudolf steiner s works dr arnold d wadler began thirty years of
devoted research into the tongues of various human families in one language
he lifts the veil from pre columbian america and reveals its place in the
developing life of earthly human beings based on language and custom ancient
america can be seen as the key to the question of the common primeval tongue
of the origin of humanity and modern civilization his comprehensive grasp of
the subject and his broad understanding of history religion art and the
science of language places this book among the classics of spiritual
scientific literature chapters include the tower of babel the origin of
writing in picture consciousness the spirit of words the lost continent of
atlantis american tongues and universal human speech language in the past and
future
Theory of Language 1990-01-01 originally published in 1964 this book examines
where and how the pattern and texture of speech emerged and whether language
is logical it looks at linguistics from both the historical and descriptive
points of view as a physical science and as a social science it also
discusses the problem of aesthetics in language and what happens when
different languages come into contact with each other the book concludes with
a discussion of the possibility of an international language and indeed
whether such a development would be progress or something that is needed or
wanted
One Language 2006 what causes a language to be the way it is some features
are universal some are inherited others are borrowed and yet others are
internally innovated but no matter where a bit of language is from it will
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only exist if it has been diffused and kept in circulation through social
interaction in the history of a community this book makes the case that a
proper understanding of the ontology of language systems has to be grounded
in the causal mechanisms by which linguistic items are socially transmitted
in communicative contexts a textit biased transmission model provides a basis
for understanding why certain things and not others are likely to develop
spread and stick in languages because bits of language are always parts of
systems we also need to show how it is that items of knowledge and behavior
become structured wholes the book argues that to achieve this we need to see
how causal processes apply in multiple frames or time scales simultaneously
and we need to understand and address each and all of these frames in our
work on language this forces us to confront implications that are not always
comfortable for example that a language is not a real thing but a convenient
fiction that language internal and language external processes have a lot in
common and that tree diagrams are poor conceptual tools for understanding the
history of languages by exploring avenues for clear solutions to these
problems this book suggests a conceptual framework for ultimately explaining
in causal terms what languages are like and why they are like that
Voices of Man 2021-12-30 the discipline of linguistics is a perfect example
of the limitations of the modern academy the combination of social taboos
that make certain subject matter unfit for general knowledge and discovery
and the ever narrowing specialization of scientists leaves us with an
intellectual institution that can no longer do anything but apply repair and
justify the dogma of victorian cosmology that is the rule all must follow
linguistics should be one of the most interesting subjects considering it is
the study of our most valuable and revealing cultural asset language however
recent publications from the linguistic department for public consumption
have been some of the most trivial and boring intellectual expositions that
have ever been put between two covers using the entire database of science we
look at the acquisition of language and how it forms our cultural perspective
on life including theories of language evolution we develop the theory of the
evolution of language from song one of the few suppositions that charles
darwin actually got right from this basis we move on to the roots of proto
indo european which we call bhear tongue bhear tongue is essentially the
eurasian language family dimly perceived by one of the greatest linguists of
the twentieth century joseph greenberg from this perspective we can now
retell the tribal stories from iberia to siberia showing a common origin and
motivation for human science and religion
Natural causes of language 2014 wilhelm von humboldt s classic study of human
language was first published in 1836 as a general introduction to his three
volume treatise on the kawi language of java it is the final statement of his
lifelong study of the nature of language exploring its universal structures
and its relation to mind and culture empirically wide ranging humboldt goes
far beyond the indo european family of languages it remains one of the most
interesting and important attempts to draw philosophical conclusions from
comparative linguistics this 1999 volume presents a translation by peter
heath together with an introduction by michael losonsky that places humboldt
s work in its historical context and discusses its relevance to contemporary
work in philosophy linguistics cognitive science and psychology
A Modern Theory of Language Evolution 2004-12 there are no men so dull and
stupid not even idiots as to be incapable of joining together different words
and thereby constructing a declaration by which to make their thoughts
understood on the other hand there is no other animal however perfect or
happily circumstanced which can do the like descartes language is more like a
snowflake than a giraffe s neck its specific properties are determined by
laws of nature they have not developed through the accumulation of historical
accidents noam chomsky in i speak therefore i am the italian linguist and
neuroscientist andrea moro composes an album of his favorite quotations from
the history of linguistics beginning with the book of genesis and the power
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of naming and concluding with noam chomsky s metaphor that language is a
snowflake moro s seventeen linguistic thoughts and his commentary on them
display the humanness of language our need to name and interpret this world
and create imaginary ones to express and understand ourselves this book is
sure to delight anyone who enjoys the ineffable paradox that is human
language
Humboldt: 'On Language' 1999-12-09 thinking linguistically is a unique and
clearly written introduction to the nature of linguistic analysis and issues
in language acquisition the book is for undergraduate and graduate students
in linguistics education and psychology through twenty problem sets based in
languages not only from the americas but from other continents as well
thinking linguistically initiates students to the linguists way of observing
and analyzing data by making the methods and the process of inquiry visible
and accessible engages students in analyzing the breadth and depth of two
phenomena in a variety of languages the expression of noun phrase plurality
and the formation of questions integrates analysis of these phenomena with
results from first and second language acquisition research emphasizes the
interface between phonology morphology syntax and semantics exemplifies how
linguistic analysis can be used for the teaching of critical thinking problem
solving and the nature of scientific inquiry in general is ideal for future
language teachers for understanding acquisition and linguistic phenomena
I Speak, Therefore I Am 2016-07-05 how human language evolved from the need
for social communication the origins of human language remain hotly debated
despite growing appreciation of cognitive and neural continuity between
humans and other animals an evolutionary account of human language in its
modern form remains as elusive as ever the social origins of language
provides a novel perspective on this question and charts a new path toward
its resolution in the lead essay robert seyfarth and dorothy cheney draw on
their decades long pioneering research on monkeys and baboons in the wild to
show how primates use vocalizations to modulate social dynamics they argue
that key elements of human language emerged from the need to decipher and
encode complex social interactions in other words social communication is the
biological foundation upon which evolution built more complex language
seyfarth and cheney s argument serves as a jumping off point for responses by
john mcwhorter ljiljana progovac jennifer e arnold benjamin wilson
christopher i petkov and peter godfrey smith each of whom draw on their
respective expertise in linguistics neuroscience philosophy and psychology
michael platt provides an introduction seyfarth and cheney a concluding essay
ultimately the social origins of language offers thought provoking viewpoints
on how human language evolved
Thinking Linguistically 2007-11-05 trends in linguistics is a series of books
that open new perspectives in our understanding of language the series
publishes state of the art work on core areas of linguistics across
theoretical frameworks as well as studies that provide new insights by
approaching language from an interdisciplinary perspective trends in
linguistics considers itself a forum for cutting edge research based on solid
empirical data on language in its various manifestations including sign
languages it regards linguistic variation in its synchronic and diachronic
dimensions as well as in its social contexts as important sources of insight
for a better understanding of the design of linguistic systems and the
ecology and evolution of language trends in linguistics publishes monographs
and outstanding dissertations as well as edited volumes which provide the
opportunity to address controversial topics from different empirical and
theoretical viewpoints high quality standards are ensured through anonymous
reviewing to discuss your book idea or submit a proposal please contact
birgit sievert
The Social Origins of Language 2017-12-05 contributions to the sociology of
language brings to students researchers and practitioners in all of the
social and language related sciences carefully selected book length
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publications dealing with sociolinguistic theory methods findings and
applications it approaches the study of language in society in its broadest
sense as a truly international and interdisciplinary field in which various
approaches theoretical and empirical supplement and complement each other the
series invites the attention of linguists language teachers of all interests
sociologists political scientists anthropologists historians etc to the
development of the sociology of language
On the Stratification of Language 1868 a masterpiece of linguistics
scholarship at once erudite and entertaining confronts the thorny question of
how and whether culture shapes language and language culture linguistics has
long shied away from claiming any link between a language and the culture of
its speakers too much simplistic even bigoted chatter about the romance of
italian and the goose stepping orderliness of german has made serious
thinkers wary of the entire subject but now acclaimed linguist guy deutscher
has dared to reopen the issue can culture influence language and vice versa
can different languages lead their speakers to different thoughts could our
experience of the world depend on whether our language has a word for blue
challenging the consensus that the fundaments of language are hard wired in
our genes and thus universal deutscher argues that the answer to all these
questions is yes in thrilling fashion he takes us from homer to darwin from
yale to the amazon from how to name the rainbow to why russian water a she
becomes a he once you dip a tea bag into her demonstrating that language does
in fact reflect culture in ways that are anything but trivial audacious
delightful and field changing through the language glass is a classic of
intellectual discovery
Language and the Cognitive Construal of the World 1995 the book presents a
new science of semiotic linguistics the goal of semiotic linguistics is to
discover what characterizes language as an intermediary between the mind and
reality so that language creates the picture of reality we perceive the
cornerstone of semiotic linguistics is the discovery and resolution of
language antinomies contradictions between two apparently reasonable
principles or laws language antinomies constitute the essence of language and
hence must be studied from both linguistic and philosophical points of view
the basic language antinomy which underlies all other antinomies is the
antinomy between meaning and information both generative and classical
linguistic theories are unaware of the need to distinguish between meaning
and information by confounding these notions they are unable to discover
language antinomies and confine their research to naturalistic description of
superficial language phenomena rather than the quest for the essence of
language series a
Language of Inequality 1985 roots of language was originally published in
1981 by karoma press ann arbor it was the first work to systematically
develop a theory first suggested by coelho in the late nineteenth century
that the creation of creole languages somehow reflected universal properties
of language the book also proposed that the same set of properties would be
found to emerge in normal first language acquisition and must have emerged in
the original evolution of language these proposals some of which were
elaborated in an article in behavioral and brain sciences 1984 were
immediately controversial and gave rise to a great deal of subsequent
research in creoles much of it aimed at rebutting the theory the book also
served to legitimize and stimulate research in language evolution a topic
regarded as off limits by linguists for over a century the present edition
contains a foreword by the author bringing the theory up to date a fuller
exposition of many of its aspects can be found in the author s most recent
work more than nature needs harvard university press 2014
Through the Language Glass 2010-08-31 the rapid endangerment and death of
many minority languages across the world is a matter of widespread concern
not only among linguists and anthropologists but among all concerned with
issues of cultural identity in an increasingly globalized culture by some
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counts only 600 of the 6 000 or so languages in the world are safe from the
threat of extinction a leading commentator and popular writer on language
issues david crystal asks the fundamental question why is language death so
important reviews the reasons for the current crisis and investigates what is
being done to reduce its impact this 2002 book contains not only intelligent
argument but moving descriptions of the decline and demise of particular
languages and practical advice for anyone interested in pursuing the subject
further
Foundations of Language 1975 a brilliant witty and altogether satisfying book
new york times book review the classic work on the development of human
language by the world s leading expert on language and the mind in the
language instinct the world s expert on language and mind lucidly explains
everything you always wanted to know about language how it works how children
learn it how it changes how the brain computes it and how it evolved with
deft use of examples of humor and wordplay steven pinker weaves our vast
knowledge of language into a compelling story language is a human instinct
wired into our brains by evolution the language instinct received the william
james book prize from the american psychological association and the public
interest award from the linguistics society of america this edition includes
an update on advances in the science of language since the language instinct
was first published
Signs, Mind, and Reality 2006-01-01 a bold and provocative study that
presents language not as an innate component of the brain as most linguists
do but as an essential tool unique to each culture worldwide for years the
prevailing opinion among academics has been that language is embedded in our
genes existing as an innate and instinctual part of us but linguist daniel
everett argues that like other tools language was invented by humans and can
be reinvented or lost he shows how the evolution of different language forms
that is different grammar reflects how language is influenced by human
societies and experiences and how it expresses their great variety for
example the amazonian pirahã put words together in ways that violate our long
held under standing of how language works and pirahã grammar expresses
complex ideas very differently than english grammar does drawing on the wari
language of brazil everett explains that speakers of all languages in
constructing their stories omit things that all members of the culture
understand in addition everett discusses how some cultures can get by without
words for numbers or counting without verbs for to say or to give
illustrating how the very nature of what s important in a language is
culturally determined combining anthropology primatology computer science
philosophy linguistics psychology and his own pioneering and adventurous
research with the amazonian pirahã and using insights from many different
languages and cultures everett gives us an unprecedented elucidation of this
society defined nature of language in doing so he also gives us a new
understanding of how we think and who we are
Roots of Language 2017-05-09 monika fludernik presents a detailed analysis of
free indirect discourse as it relates to narrative theory and the crucial
problematic of how speech and thought are represented in fiction building on
the insights of ann banfield s unspeakable sentences fludernik radically
extends banfield s model to accommodate evidence from conversational
narrative non fictional prose and literary works from chaucer to the present
fludernik s model subsumes earlier insights into the forms and functions of
quotation and aligns them with discourse strategies observable in the oral
language drawing on a vast range of literature she provides an invaluable
resource for researchers in the field and introduces english readers to
extensive work on the subject in german as well as comparing the free
indirect discourse features of german french and english this study
effectively repositions the whole area between literature and linguistics
opening up a new set of questions in narrative theory
Language Death 2002-04-29 whether all human languages are fundamentally the
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same or different has been a subject of debate for ages this problem has deep
philosophical implications if languages are all the same it implies a
fundamental commonality and thus the mutual intelligibility of human thought
we are now on the verge of answering this question using a twenty year old
theory proposed by the world s greatest living linguist noam chomsky
researchers have found that the similarities among languages are more
profound than the differences languages whose grammars seem completely
incompatible may in fact be structurally almost identical except for a
difference in one simple rule the discovery of these rules and how they may
vary promises to yield a linguistic equivalent of the periodic table of the
elements a single framework by which we can understand the fundamental
structure of all human language this is a landmark breakthrough both within
linguistics which will thereby become a full fledged science for the first
time and in our understanding of the human mind
The Language Instinct 2010-12-14 one of the most vexing issues in many of the
world s so called ethnic or minority conflicts is the question of language
use by the state and its citizens while international and national law has
traditionally viewed language preference to be within a state s prerogative
at least when involving governmental activities and machinery this position
has proved to be a continuous source of acrimony and conflict and wrong in
some respects language minorities and human rights is the most complete book
ever written on the topic providing for the first time an analysis of every
aspect of language and the law in addition to presenting a theoretical model
for language s particular position and relevance in human rights it
constitutes an invaluable reference document by including the provisions of
close to 100 international multilateral and bilateral instruments involving
language rights as well as the constitutional provisions of 140 countries
dealing with language by addressing little explored areas such as the
language rights of indigenous peoples non citizens and even the use of script
in addition to more traditional topics such as nationalism and language
freedom of expression and non discrimination language minorities and human
rights proposes a complete descriptive picture of language and human rights
as well as proposing a number of suggestions on how to address and balance
the many problems currently caused by the linguistic demands of various
individuals and the interests of states in nation building
Language 2012-03-13 i can t even speak my own language were the words
overheard in a college staffroom that triggered the writing of this book
calling something my own implies a personal proprietorial relationship with
it but how can it be your own if you cannot speak it the cultural memory of
language looks at unintended monolingualism a lack of language fluency in a
migratory cultural situation where two or more languages exist at home it
explores family history and childhood language acquisition and attrition what
is the present everyday experience of language use and life between two
cultures examining interview data samata uncovers a sense of inauthenticity
felt by people who do not fully share a parent s first language alongside
this features a sense of concurrent anger and a need to assign blame
participation in the language even to the extent of phatic or formulaic
phraseology occasions feelings of authentic linguistic and cultural inclusion
the book thus uncovers appreciable and measurable benefits in positive self
image and a sense of well being looking at how people view language is
essential how they view the language they call their own is even more
important and this book does just that in a qualified applied linguistic
environment
The Tree of Language 2012-08-01
Language Use and the Uses of Language 1980
The Fictions of Language and the Languages of Fiction 1993
The Atoms Of Language 2008-08-05
Language, Minorities and Human Rights 2021-09-27
Cultural Memory of Language 2014-11-20
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